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By the end of this section of the practical, the students should be able to:  

 

 Display output with PHP built-in and user defined variables, data types and 

operators 

 Work with text files in PHP 

 Construct PHP programs that process and validate form data 

 Store and retrieve information using Cookies  

 Initialize, register and use Session variables 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1 Introduction 

 

 

PHP, an open-source product is among the most stable and efficient tools available for 

creating dynamic, interactive web pages. PHP is available for multiple operating systems 

and Web servers. When a browser requests an HTML document that includes PHP script, 

the Web server that provides the document calls the PHP processor. The server 

determines that a document includes PHP script by the filename extension. For example, 

if it is *.php, *.php3 or *.phtml, it has embedded the PHP. This chapter provides the 

students an overview of absolute basics for PHP server-side scripting. Within these 

practical exercises, the student will find out how to create dynamic Web page using PHP 

scripting, how to display PHP output and working with PHP‟s built in variables, data 

types and operators.  

 

Because PHP is a server-side technology, it is able to create, read, and write files on the 

server system. In fact, PHP can deal with files residing on any server system on the 

Internet, using both HTTP and FTP protocols. Cookies provide a means for a Web server 

to induce a client to store information about itself which can subsequently be called up by 

the Web server when required. Cookies cannot be fully depended because some users set 

their browsers to reject all cookies. Furthermore, most browser have limit on the number 

of cookies that will be accepted from a particular server site. Session tracking is an 

alternative to cookies for storing information on the client. Session can store unlimited 

amount of information, whereas a cookie can store just one name/value pair. Session 

objects live only as long the session lasts, that is only as long as the session in which they 

are created. 
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1.1 Hands-on Exercises  

 

1.1.1 Installing PHP on Windows 

 

1. Download the ‘php-5.1.4-Win32’ zip package at http://www.php.net/downloads.php. 

Save the installation file into your computer.  

 

2. Rename the zip file as ‘php’ and then extract the content to c:\php\. The following 

figure shows directory of your php. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Now we are ready to install PHP for Windows. Make sure you stop Apache before 

you start the PHP installation process. 

 

4. Use a text editor such as Notepad or Editplus to open „php.ini-dist’. You will 

perform following changes to the configuration file and save it as „php.ini’. 

o To run scripts written for versions of PHP earlier than 4.1, search for 

„register_globals‟ in ‘php.ini’ and change it to the following: 

register_globals = on 

o To specify the directory in which the loadable extensions (modules) reside, set 

the following : 
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extension_dir = “c:\php” 

. 

5. Now you will configure Apache to work with PHP. To do this, navigate to the 

‘C:\Program Files\Apache Group\Apache2\conf’ and open the ‘httpd.conf’ file in a 

text editor. Alternatively you can choose Start > Apache HTTP Server > Configure 

Apache Server >Edit the Apache httpd.conf to access the Apache‟s configuration 

file. 

 

i. Search for the section of the file that has a series of commented out 

„LoadModule‟ statements. Statements prefixed by the hash “#” sign are 

regarded as having been commented out. Add the following line after all the 

„LoadModule‟ statements:  

LoadModule php4_module “c:/php/php5apache2.dll” 

 

ii. The following lines are added to specify how Apache should handle the various 

file extensions. In this case, we specify that Apache treats any file containing 

*.php, *.php3 and *.phtml as a PHP-interpreted file. Search for „AddType‟ in the 

file, and add the following line after the last „AddType‟ statement:  

AddType application/x-httpd-php .php  

AddType application/x-httpd-php .php3 

AddType application/x-httpd-php .phtml 

 

6. Copy „php4ts.dll’ from c:\php folder into c:\windows\system32. 

 

7. Save the ‘httpd.conf’ file. Restart the Apache service again. 

 

1.1.2 Testing the Installation of PHP 

 

1. Create a sub folder in the ‘C:\Program Files\Apache Group\Apache2\htdocs’. This 

folder will be your work folder to store all the files you create during these practical 

exercises. 
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2. Open a text editor and enter the following code: 

 

<?php 

phpinfo(); 

?> 

 

3. Save the php file as ‘test.php’ in your work folder (C:\Program Files\Apache 

Group\Apache2\htdocs\yourfolder).  

 

4. Open browser with URL (http://localhost:8080/your_folder_name/test.php) to test 

your PHP installation. 

 

5. The following page shows the PHP configuration with Apache is successful. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.1.3 Embedding PHP syntax and variables in a HTML Document 

 

1. In this step you will write a simple PHP code that will displays a simple text output. 

Open your text editor and enter the following code. In this exercise, PHP code 

embedded within HTML tags, yet the file is called a PHP file and has a *.php file 
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extension. Save your document as ‘helloworld.php’ in your work folder. 

(C:\Program Files\Apache Group\Apache2\htdocs\yourfolder). 

 

<html>  

<head>  

<title> Hello World </title>  

</head>  

<body>  

<?php 

echo "This is my first PHP page."; 

?> 

</body>  

</html> 

 

2. Start your browser and type http://localhost:8080/your_folder_name/helloworld.php 

as the URL. The page will display parsing error message.  

 

3. For fatal errors like misspelled keywords, function names, or symbols, PHP will 

terminate the program and output an error message returned as an HTML document.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. PHP code is identified to the Apache server with the special HTML <?php …. ?> tag 

combination. These tags are needed to tell the web server to process PHP code in the 

file.  
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5. Insert the comment in a single line of PHP code, you preface the comment with either 

symbol #. Apart from this symbol, you can use the two forward slashes // or /*…….*/ 

tags to enclose the multiple lines of code. 

 

6. PHP display the text in your browser using the echo function. Each code line in PHP 

must end with a semicolon „;‟. 

 

7. Modify helloworld.php by typing this code. 

<html>  

<body>  

<head>  

<title> Hello World </title>  

</head>  

<?php  

 

$txt1="Hello";  

$txt2="World";  

 

echo $txt1 . " " . $txt2 . " <b>Welcome.</b>"; 

 

?>  

</body>  

   </html> 

 The common two ways to create output in the browser: echo and print. 

o The echo function can be called with or without parenthesis around 

its parameters. If parentheses are included, only a single string 

parameter is acceptable; otherwise any number of parameters can 

be included. For example,  
echo “Roses<br/>”,”Carnations<br/>”; 

o The print function is like echo, except it can never be called with 

more than one parameter, and it returns a value. The parentheses 

are optional. The returned value indicates whether the operation 

was completed (1 if it is succeeded and 0 if it is failed) 
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8. PHP display the text in your browser using the echo function. Each code line in PHP 

must end 

1.1.4 Including Files 

 

1. We probably want our pages that more than a single page has a common look and 

feel. PHP can make this possible with provide a method called included files.  

 

2. Open a new document in your text editor and  type the following code: 

<h3><a href="http://example.com/index.php">Home</a> -  

<a href="http://example.com/about.php">About Us</a> -  

<a href="http://example.com/links.php">Links</a> -  

<a href="http://example.com/contact.php">Contact Us</a></h3>  

 

3. Save the file as menu.php in your work folder and then close the document.  

4. Open a new document in your text editor and enter the following code: 

<body> 

<?php include("menu.php"); ?> 

<p>This is my home page that uses a common menu to save me   

   time when I add new pages to my website!</p> 

</body> 

</html> 

 

5. Save the file as „mainpage.php’ in your work folder. The menu.php that we created 

in the Step 2 in this exercise is a simple HTML code that includes PHP output 

 The common two ways to create output in the browser: echo and print. 

o The echo function can be called with or without parenthesis around 

its parameters. If parentheses are included, only a single string 

parameter is acceptable; otherwise any number of parameters can 

be included. For example,  
echo “Roses<br/>”,”Carnations<br/>”; 

o The print function is like echo, except it can never be called with 

more than one parameter, and it returns a value. The parentheses 

are optional. The returned value indicates whether the operation 

was completed (1 if it is succeeded and 0 if it is failed) 
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statements. The PHP code includes headers signified by <h3> tag combination and 

called in the ‘mainpage.php’ and included in the PHP file by the Apache web server 

before being served to the browser.    

 

6. Start your browser and type http://localhost:8080/your_folder_name/Mainpage.php 

as the URL. The main page appears as shown below : 

 

 

 

1.1.5 Accessing Form Variables 

 

1. Depending on your PHP version and setup, you can access the form data via variable 

in three ways. Let‟s say you are going to access the contents of the text field „Name‟, 

you may use one of the following way: 

 

Form Description 

$_POST[„Name‟] or 
$_GET[„Name‟] 

Supported by version 4.1 and later 

$HTTP_POST_VARS[„Name‟] or 
$HTTP_POST_VARS[„Name‟] 

Supported by version 4.0 and later 

$Name 

To enable this kind of access, you need to turn 

on the „register_globals‟ in your PHP 

configuration file. In PHP 4.2 and later this 

parameter is set to Off by default for security 

reasons. 
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2. In this exercise, you will use the implicit array for form values, $_POST[„…‟] for 

referencing form variables.  

 

3. The following is a basic HTML form that uses the post method to redirect the form 

to another PHP page that displays the entered information another page. Open a new 

document in your text editor and enter the following code: 

<html> 

<body> 

 

<form action="display.php" method="post"> 

Name: <input type="text" name="name" />  

Age: <input type="text" name="age" />  

<br><input type="submit" /></br> 

</form> 

 

</body> 

</html> 

 

4. Save the file as „UserForm.html’ in your work folder. 

 

5. Now you will create a PHP file to retrieve the values inserted by user in the above 

form. Open a new document and type the following code: 

 

<html> 

<body> 

 

Welcome <?php echo $_POST["name"]; ?>.<br /> 

You are <?php echo $_POST["age"]; ?> years old. 

 

</body> 

</html 
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6. Save the file as display.php in your work folder. In the browser, type 

http://localhost:8080/your_folder_name/UserForm.html as the URL. And then enter 

information on the Web and then click the Submit button. The entry form and the 

results page should resemble figures below. 

 

 

7. Let‟s say the user wants to switch from using HTTP post to using HTTP get. Make 

relevant changes to your ‘UserForm2.html’ as shown below.  

<form action="display2.php" method="get"> 

 

Name: <input type="text" name="name" /> 

Age: <input type="text" name="age" /> 

 

<br><input type="submit" /></br> 

</form> 

 

8. Now, modify the ‘display2.php’ as below. Test the pages in the browser. The pages 

should look like the above figures. 

Welcome <?php echo $_GET["name"]; ?>.<br /> 

You are <?php echo $_GET["age"]; ?> years old! 

 

 

 

 

There are two methods to specify how the form’s data is sent to the Web 

server which are POST and GET. The method=‟post‟ appends form data 

to the browser request, which contains the protocol HTTP and the requested 

resource’s URL. The other possible value, method=‟get‟ appends the form 

data directly to the end of the URL. 
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1.1.6 Reading from a File with PHP 

 

1. In this exercise you will read all data in a text file and display them in the browser. To 

do this, you need to create a text file containing the Gold Tournament Round 

Results.  

 

2. Open your text editor, enter the following records and save the document as ‘golf.txt’ 

in your work folder.  

[Remember, your work folder is the sub folder named with your student number in 

‘C:ApppServ/www’ 

3. The values in each record in the text file are arranged by the following order: Golfer, 

Score, Par, Net, Score Through Round and Net Through Round. Please note that all 

the values are delimited using tab. 

 

Lim, Chee Keng 67  71 4 67 4 Under 

BalaSubramanian 68 71 -3 68 3 Under 

Ahmad Saiful 68 71 -3 68 3 Under 

Luke Yun Mao 69 71 -2 69 2 Under 

Mohd Zamri 70 71 -1 70 1 Under 

Beddus, Simon 70 71 -1 70 1 Under 

 

4. Now you will create a PHP script to read the ‘golf.txt’. Open your text editor, copy 

and paste the following code. Save your file as ‘Read.php’. Your PHP script that you 

are writing should reside in the same directory as your text file. 

 

<?php  

 

# Open the file using fopen() function. 

$fp = fopen(“golf.txt”, “r”) or die(“Couldn‟t open the file”);  

 

# Create table and six headings 
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echo “<table border=„1‟ cellspacing=„1‟ cellpadding=„2‟ valign 

„center‟>\n”; 

echo “<tr style=„background: #C0C0C0‟>“ 

.”<th>Golfer</th>“ 

.”<th>Score</th>“ 

.”<th>Par</th>“ 

.”<th>Net</th>“ 

.”<th>Score Thru Round</th>“ 

.”<th>Net Thru Round</th>“ 

.”</tr>“; 

 

# Read data from the file 

while(!feof($fp))  

{  

 $data = fgets ($fp,1024); 

 $values = chop ($data); 

 $val = explode(“\t”, $values);  

 echo “<td> “ . $val[0] . “</td>“; 

 echo “<td align=„center‟> “ . $val[1] . “</td>“; 

 echo “<td align=„center‟> “ . $val[2] . “</td>“; 

 echo “<td align=„center‟> “ . $val[3] . “</td>“; 

 echo “<td align=„center‟> “ . $val[4] . “</td>“; 

 echo “<td align=„center‟> “ . $val[5] . “</td>“; 

 echo “</tr>“; 

}  

echo “</table>“; 

 

# Close the file 

fclose($fp);  

 

?> 

5. Start your browser, type http://localhost:8080/yourfolder/Read.php in the Address 

text box, and press Enter. The following figure shows all the results currently in the 

‘golf.txt’ file in the browser window. 
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6. There are 6 different file modes that we can use when working with files in PHP. 

They are shown below (courtesy of php.net): 

 

 

7. Finally, let‟s have look at what the PHP script does : 

 

Summary of File Modes  

 

o 'r' Open for reading only; place the file pointer at the beginning of the file. 

o 'r+' Open for reading and writing; place the file pointer at the beginning of 

the file.   

o 'w' Open for writing only; place the file pointer at the beginning of the file 

and truncate the file to zero length. If the file does not exist, attempt to 

create it.   

o 'w+' Open for reading and writing; place the file pointer at the beginning of 

the file and truncate the file to zero length. If the file does not exist, attempt 

to create it.   

o 'a' Open for writing only; place the file pointer at the end of the file. If the 

file does not exist, attempt to create it.   

o 'a+' Open for reading and writing; place the file pointer at the end of the 

file. If the file does not exist, attempt to create it.   
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Open the file using the fopen() function 

 

 

 

Before we can read information from a file 

we have to use the function „fopen()‟ to 

used to create a pointer to the file which we 

want to open for read/write access. There 

are two parameters passed to the function. 

One is the file name „golf.txt‟ and the 

second is the file mode. In this script, we 

open the file in read mode „r‟, which is 

used for reading the file only. 

 

 

Create a table to display the file contents 

 

 
 

 

Use the „echo‟ output statement to create 

a table and put the first six columns as 

headings. 

 

Read data from the file 

 

 

 

In PHP, there are 2 different common 

functions that can be used to read a 

file,‟fgets()‟ and „fread()‟.The 

fgets() grabs a line from the file, 

whereas fread() grabs a certain amount 

of characters from the file. Please note that 

our „golf.txt‟ file is separated by new lines 

and we can utilize the fgets() function. 

The line length parameter became optional 

in PHP 4.2.0. Until PHP 4.3.0, omitting it 

would assume 1024 as the line length.  

The chop() function is used to remove the 

newline character from end of file. The 

explode() is used to split the tab-

delimited file into an array. Finally, the 

array elements are presented in the columns 

of the table we created before. 

 

 

Close the file 

 

 

The fclose() simply releases the pointer 

to the file and frees up the memory that all 

file operations associated with that pointer 

were using. 
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1.1.7 Cookies 

 

1. A cookie is a small file that the server embeds on the user‟s computer. With PHP, you 

can both create and retrieve cookie values. This exercise teaches you how to process 

cookie using PHP. It records the number of visits as cookie.  

 

2. Enter the following code and save the document as ‘CookieProperties.php’ in your 

work folder. 

 

<?php 

//Calculate 60 days in the future 

//seconds * minutes * hours * days + current time 

$inTwoMonths = 60 * 60 * 24 * 60 + time();  

setcookie('lastVisit', date("G:i - m/d/y"), $inTwoMonths);  

?> 

 

<?php 

if(isset($_COOKIE['lastVisit'])) 

 $visit = $_COOKIE['lastVisit'];  

else 

 echo "No cookies copied!"; 

 

echo "Your last visit was - ". $visit; 

?> 

 

3. Start your browser, type http://localhost:8080/yourfolder/CookieProperties.php. 

Please note that the cookies will not work on the page until its refreshed, or the user 

visits the page again.  

 

4. In order to see how the Cookies work, click on the ‘Refresh’ button in your browser. 

There is one cookie has been created. Users can view the cookies on their systems; 

different browsers store their cookies in different places. Find the Cookies file that 

has been created in this exercise.  
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Note: Internet Explorer stores each cookie in its own file under a Windows sub-

directory. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.1.8 Session Tracking 

 

1. Session support in PHP consists of a way to preserve certain data across subsequent 

accesses. The basic steps of implementing sessions in PHP are 

 

a. Initializing a session - PHP provides a session_start() function that 

initializes a session. Like the setcookie() function, the 

session_start() function must come at the beginning of the page.   

 

b. Registering session variable - Having established a session, you can now 

create, store and retrieve information pertaining to that session. Information 

for sessions is stored in a special directory on the server; the path of that 

directory is specified in the server's PHP configuration files (php.ini). In older 

version of PHP, a session variable is registered with a call to 

„session_register()‟; this use is now deprecated. To create a session 

variable, simply set an element in this array as follows: 

$_SESSION[„thing‟] = „tablename‟; 

 

 

You may wonder how you can delete the cookie when you don't want it 

anymore. Just place a new setcookie() statement with the variable you 

want to deconstruct. For example, the following statement is used to 

deconstruct the „timestamp‟ variable: 
<?  
//This statement deletes the lastvisit cookie 
setcookie („lastvisit‟);   
?> 
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c. Using session variables – You can access the session variable via the 

$_SESSION super global array, for instance, as $_SESSION[„thing‟].To 

check whether a variable is a registered session variable, use the following: 

if (isset($_SESSION[„thing‟]))………… 

d. Deconstructing variables and destroying the session - At some point in an 

application, sessions may need to be destroyed. A call to 

session_destroy() removes the session file from the system. 

 

2. Open a new document in your text editor, and type all the code. Save the file as 

‘Session.php’ in your work folder and view the output.  

 

<?php 

session_start( ); 

?> 

<html> 

<head> 

<title>Using a session variable</title> 

</head> 

 

<body> 

<?php 

echo "Welcome to session number. ";  

?> 

<?php 

 

session_register("username"); 

$username = "Johan"; 

echo "</br>Your name is: "; 

echo $username; 

?> 

 

</body> 

</html> 


